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Abstract

To support the requirements for the transmission of continuous media, such as audio and

video, multiservice packet switching networks must provide service guarantees to connections,

including guarantees on throughput, network delays, and network delay variations. For the

most demanding applications, the network must o�er a service which can provide deterministic

guarantees for the maximum delay of packets from all connections, referred to as bounded delay

service. The admission control functions in a network with a bounded delay service must have

available schedulability conditions that detect violations of delay guarantees in a network switch.

In this study, exact schedulability conditions are presented for packet switches which transmit

packets based on an Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF) or a Static-Priority (SP) algorithm. The

schedulability conditions are given in terms of a general tra�c model, making the conditions

applicable to a large class of tra�c speci�cations. A comparison of the new schedulability

conditions with existing, less accurate, conditions show the e�ciency gain obtained by using

exact conditions. Examples are presented that show how the selection of a particular tra�c

speci�cation and a schedulability condition impact the e�ciency of a bounded delay service.
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1 Introduction

Recent technology trends have dramatically advanced the state-of-the art of computer and commu-

nication hardware, and have enabled the design of multiservice packet-switching networks that sup-

port the transmission of continuous media, such as audio and video. Traditionally, transmission of

continuous media was based on circuit-switching technology. By statistically multiplexing network

tra�c, packet-switching networks are superior to a circuit-switching approach. However, to sup-

port the stringent requirements for high quality continuous media transmissions, a packet-switching

network must o�er services that provide guarantees on delays, delay variations, throughput, and

error rate.

Packet-switching networks which support service guarantees to connections must tightly control

the use of network resources by limiting both the number of connections as well as the tra�c

transmitted by each connection. The control of network tra�c is performed by relying on admission

control functions and policing functions as follows [1, 3, 7, 10, 11]:

1. Admission Control: When a network client requests the establishment of a connection, it

submits a speci�cation of its maximum tra�c together with the desired service guarantees.

Admission control functions in the network verify if guarantees can be given without violating

any previously given guarantees. If the new connection may result in violations of service

guarantees, the connection will not be established. Otherwise the network commits to support

the service guarantees for the entire lifetime of the connection.

2. Tra�c Policing: To ensure that all established connections adhere to the tra�c speci�cation

given to the network during connection establishment, the network monitors all tra�c that

enters the network. Tra�c from a connection that exceeds its speci�cation is not allowed to

enter the network.

In this study, we consider connection-oriented networks that o�er a service with deterministic

bounds on the network delay for all packets from a connection. We refer to such a service as

a bounded delay service. The main design goal for a bounded delay service is to maximize the

e�ciency of the network, that is, to maximize the number of connections that can be supported

without violating any delay bound guarantees. The e�ciency of a bounded delay service is largely

inuenced by three factors: (1) the speci�cation which describes the worst case tra�c from a

connection, (2) the scheduling discipline at the network switches, and (3) the accuracy of the

admission control functions.

The tra�c speci�cation of a connection describes the maximum tra�c that is generated by this

connection. Admission control functions use this speci�cation to determine whether to accept or

to reject a new connection. Also, tra�c monitoring by the policing functions is based on the tra�c

speci�cation. If the tra�c speci�cation for a connection does not precisely describe its actual tra�c,
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the admission control functions will overestimate the resource requirements for a connection. The

literature contains several proposals for both discrete tra�c speci�cations [7, 9], which describe

tra�c as a sequence of packet arrivals with nonzero length, and continuous tra�c speci�cations

[4, 14], where tra�c is regarded as a continuous stream of data. Since actual network tra�c is

discrete in nature, discrete tra�c speci�cations enable a more precise description of network tra�c.

The scheduling discipline at a network switch determines the order of packet transmission, and

thus, controls the variable multiplexing delays of packets. In the presence of admission control and

policing, which limit the number of connections and the tra�c on the connections, many packet

scheduling disciplines can provide bounds on multiplexing delays [6]; however, most scheduling

disciplines are not suited for use in a network with bounded delay services. As an example, with

FCFS scheduling a bound on the multiplexing delay of a packet is given by the maximum backlog

of untransmitted packets. Thus, a network switch based on FCFS scheduling cannot o�er a diverse

set of delay bounds to connections. Recently, a considerable research e�ort has resulted in the

development of various scheduling techniques for bounded delay services [5, 7, 8, 12, 14, 18, 20].

The admission control functions must have conditions available that can detect if the delay

at the network switches may result in a delay bound violation. We refer to conditions that must

be satis�ed to guarantee that no delay bounds are violated at a network switch as schedulability

conditions. If exact schedulability conditions are not available, the admission control tests will

unnecessarily limit the number of connections in the network, resulting in an ine�cient use of

network resources.

The three components of a network with bounded delay services, i.e., tra�c speci�cation, packet

scheduling, and admission control, are highly interdependent in the way they impact the e�ciency

of a bounded delay service. For example, consider a packet scheduler which can support a large

number of connections with delay bound constraints. If the schedulability conditions for this

scheduler are inaccurate, the admission control will overestimate the maximum delays of packets,

which in turn will decrease the acceptance rate of connection requests. Even if admission control is

based on accurate schedulability conditions, an inappropriate tra�c speci�cation will overestimate

the network tra�c, which again will result in a low acceptance rate for connections.

Note, however, that the time cost of high accuracy for any of these three components can be

expensive. Accurate tra�c speci�cations increase the complexity of the policing and admission con-

trol functions. Also, the complexity of packet scheduling at network switches cannot be arbitrarily

high, otherwise scheduling cannot be performed at the speed of the transmission links. Finally,

testing accurate schedulability conditions may be time-consuming, resulting in long connection es-

tablishment delays. Thus, any implementation of a bounded delay service constitutes a tradeo�

between high e�ciency and low complexity of the above network components.

In this study, we provide a framework that enables us to quantify the tradeo�s of policing,

scheduling, and admission control. We consider two packet scheduling disciplines, Earliest-Deadline-

First (EDF) and Static-Priority (SP), both of which have been considered for implementations
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of bounded delay services [7, 19]. We derive exact schedulability conditions for both scheduling

disciplines.1 Our conditions apply to most tra�c speci�cations, both continuous and discrete,

considered in the literature. Knowledge of the exact conditions enables us to compare the e�-

ciency gain obtained by using exact conditions for admission control rather than less accurate,

yet computationally less demanding, conditions. Additionally, we will be able to illustrate the

e�ciency/complexity tradeo� of continuous and discrete tra�c speci�cations.

EDF-schedulers assign each packet a deadline, computed as the sum of the arrival time and the

delay bound of a packet. The EDF scheduling algorithm always selects the packet with the earliest

deadline for transmission. With EDF scheduling, a switch can support a variable set of delay

bounds for a large number of connections. However, EDF requires that queued packets be sorted

according to their deadlines. Ferrari and Verma presented su�cient schedulability conditions for

EDF scheduling for a bounded delay service in [7]. Using a tra�c speci�cation which neglects the

burstiness of network tra�c, Zheng and Shin have derived necessary and su�cient schedulability

conditions [21].

A Static-Priority (SP) scheduler provides multiple priority levels, and each connection is as-

signed to one priority level. SP-schedulers always select the highest-priority packet with the ear-

liest arrival time for transmission. Since SP-schedulers can be implemented with a �xed number

of FCFS queues, i.e., one FCFS queue for each priority level, the complexity of scheduling is very

low. However, at most one delay bound can be associated with each priority level, thus, limiting

the exibility of SP-schedulers for providing di�erent delay bounds to connections. Using a uid

ow tra�c speci�cation, necessary and su�cient schedulability conditions for SP-schedulers are

presented in [4]. However, the conditions are not exact for more realistic discrete tra�c scenarios.

For a particular discrete tra�c speci�cation [7], Zhang and Ferrari [20], and Zhang [19] have derived

several su�cient schedulability conditions.

The remainder of this study is structured as follows. In Sections 2{4 we present our assumptions

on the network and discuss the formal framework used in this study. In Section 2 we give a de-

scription of a general tra�c model that can express most existing tra�c speci�cations. In Section 3

we discuss assumptions for the network switches, and in Section 4 we give a formal de�nition of

schedulability. In Sections 5 and 6 we provide the necessary and su�cient schedulability conditions

for EDF and SP packet scheduling, respectively. In Section 6, we also present several su�cient

schedulability conditions for SP packet schedulers which are derived from the exact conditions. In

Section 7, we discuss examples that compare the e�ciency of EDF and SP scheduling for schedu-

lability conditions with a di�erent degree of accuracy, as well as for di�erent tra�c speci�cations.

The conclusions of this study are given in Section 8.

1Note that accurate schedulability conditions for EDF and SP scheduling are available in the context of real-time

computer systems to determine the delay bound violations of so-called real-time tasks [13, 15]. However, the results

obtained for real-time tasks, if applied in a network context, cannot express burstiness of network tra�c, arbitrary

delay bounds, and nonpreemption of packet transmission.
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Figure 1: Switch Architecture.

2 Tra�c Model

In Figure 1 we show a simpli�ed architecture of a network switch as considered in this study.

Tra�c that enters the switch through an incoming link is demultiplexed and then routed to the

transmission queue of an outgoing link. Each transmission queue has one scheduler that determines

the order in which packets in the queue are transmitted. For our purposes it is su�cient to consider

a single scheduler for a transmission queue at an arbitrary network switch.

We assume that the scheduler experiences variable-length packet arrivals from a set of connec-

tions denoted by N , where N = f1; 2; : : : ; jN jg. To characterize the tra�c that arrives at the

scheduler of a network switch, we use a general tra�c model that allows us to express both con-

tinuous and discrete tra�c speci�cations. Continuous tra�c speci�cations regard all tra�c as a

continuous stream of packets with in�nitesimally small size. Discrete tra�c speci�cations consider

packets with �nite length that arrive at discrete time instants. For discrete tra�c speci�cations we

assume that the arrival of a packet occurs instantaneously, that is, a packet arrival is considered

complete if the last bit of the packet is received.

For all tra�c speci�cations, we use a right-continuous function Aj to describe the (actual) tra�c

arrival from connection j, where Aj [t; t+ � ] provides the actual arrivals from connection j in time

interval2 [t; t + � ]. (We assume that tra�c is measured in terms of the transmission time at the

scheduler.)

The maximum tra�c from a connection j 2 N is characterized by a rate-controlling function

A�j . We assume that A�j is right-continuous, and for continuous tra�c speci�cations, we also assume

that A�j is concave. The relation between actual and maximum tra�c is such that for all times

t > 0 and for all � � 0, Aj is bounded by A�j in the following way [2, 4]:

Aj [t; t+ � ] � A�j [0; � ] (1)

2We use [a,b] to denote the set of all x with a � x � b, (a,b] to denote the set of all x with a < x � b, [a,b) to

denote the set of all x with a � x < b, and (a,b) to denote the set of all x with a < x < b.
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Note that for continuous tra�c speci�cations, equation (1) follows from the concavity of A�j . If

equation (1) holds, we say that Aj is rate-controlled by A�j , denoted by Aj � A�j . In the following

we will use A�j (t) and A�j (t
�) as short-hand notations for A�j [0; t] and A�j [0; t), respectively, and we

set A�j (t) = 0 and Aj(t) = 0 for all t < 0.

For discrete tra�c speci�cations we assume that the maximum transmission time of a packet

from a connection j is limited by a parameter sj . In continuous tra�c speci�cations which do not

explicitly express packet boundaries, sj is interpreted as the maximum time interval during which

the transmission of tra�c from connection j cannot be interrupted.

With the above tra�c characterization by rate-controlling functions A�j (t), we can express a

large class of policing functions for tra�c monitoring. As an example, we present a simple tra�c

speci�cation that is derived from a variation of the leaky bucket tra�c policing mechanism [17].

The tra�c speci�cation uses three parameters to characterize the tra�c from a connection j: the

period Tj , the burst size bj, and the maximum transmission time of a packet sj . For each connection

j there exists a counter with initial value bj. Each time the connection transmits a packet with

transmission time s � sj to the scheduler, the counter is decremented by one. Packets cannot

be sent to the scheduler if the counter is zero. The counter is incremented by one after each Tj

time units, if its value is less than bj , and not incremented otherwise. With this characterization,

we obtain a discrete tra�c speci�cation with the following rate-controlling function Â�j (t) for a

connection j:

Â�j (t) = bjsj +

$
t

Tj

%
sj (2)

For the above discrete tra�c speci�cation we can provide a corresponding continuous tra�c spec-

i�cation which can also be interpreted in terms of a leaky bucket. Here, the counter takes on a

continuous range of values with initial value set to bjsj . The counter is continuously decremented

by the amount of tra�c that is sent to the switch. If the counter reaches zero, no tra�c can be

transmitted. If the value of the counter is less than bjsj , the counter is continuously incremented

with rate sj=Tj , i.e., in a time interval of length �t > 0 the increment is given by (sj=Tj)�t. The

counter is not incremented if its value reaches bjsj . The given continuous speci�cation is equivalent

to the speci�cation in [4] and results in the following rate-controlling function:

~A�j (t) = bjsj + t
sj

Tj
(3)

Note that the rate-controlling functions in (2) and (3) satisfy Â�j (t) � ~A�j (t), i.e.,
~A�j(t) is a rate-

controlling function for Â�j (t). Since continuous tra�c speci�cations do not account for the discrete

nature of packetized network tra�c, discrete tra�c characterizations more precisely characterize

tra�c on a connection. In Figure 2 we illustrate the rate-controlling functions, as well as (actual)

arrival functions that conform to the rate-controlling function in the sense of the `�' relation. In

Figure 2(a) we show the functions for the discrete tra�c speci�cation with Â�j as given in equa-

tion (2), and in Figure 2(b) for the continuous tra�c speci�cation with ~A�j as given in equation (3).
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Figure 2: Tra�c Characterizations.

3 Packet Scheduling

Packet transmission at a network switch is managed by the packet scheduler. Both the EDF-

scheduler and the SP-scheduler considered in this study are work-conserving, that is, the scheduler

always transmits tra�c if its queue is not empty. We assume that schedulers are nonpreemptive. For

discrete tra�c speci�cations, nonpreemption implies that the only time instants when the scheduler

selects a packet for transmission are (a) upon completion of a packet transmission if additional

packets are waiting for transmission, and (b) upon arrival of a packet at an empty scheduler. In

continuous tra�c speci�cations we use sj to de�ne the longest time that the transmission of tra�c

from connection j cannot be preempted.

We useW (t) to denote the workload (or backlog) of tra�c at time t > 0 waiting to be transmitted

by the packet scheduler. By assuming W (t) = 0 if t < 0, the workload in the scheduler at time

t � 0 due to a set N of connections with arrival functions fAjgj2N is given by [16]:

W (t) = sup
0�u�t

8<
:
X
j2N

Aj [u; t]� (t � u)

9=
; (4)

We denote by W (t�) the workload at time t excluding the arrivals at time t, that is W (t�) =

limh!0W (t� h).

A busy period of a packet scheduler is a time interval where the scheduler queue is nonempty.

Thus, a time interval [t1; t2] is a busy period if W (t�1 ) = 0, W (t�2 ) = 0, and W (t) > 0 for all

t1 � t < t2. Our de�nition of a busy period does not coincide with conventional de�nitions, since

we allow a busy period to end at a time t even if the backlog is nonzero during any �nite time

interval which includes t. This is illustrated in Figure 3.

We say that a packet scheduler is stable if all its busy periods are �nite. Note that stability of
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Figure 3: Busy Periods of a Packet Scheduler.

a packet scheduler also implies that the delays in the scheduler queue are �nite. The condition for

stability of a work-conserving packet schedulers is given by [4]:

lim
t!1

PN
j=1A

�
j (t)

t
< 1 (5)

For discrete tra�c speci�cations, we allow equality in (5).

4 Schedulability Conditions

The maximum tolerable delay3 of any packet from connection j in the packet scheduler of a network

switch is referred to as the delay bound and denoted by dj . A packet from connection j with a delay

bound dj that arrives at the scheduler at time t is assigned a deadline of t + dj . If a packet is not

transmitted by its deadline then a deadline violation has occurred. We say that a set of connections

is schedulable if deadline violations never occur. Schedulability is formally de�ned as follows:

Given a scheduler and a set N of connections where each connection j 2 N is characterized by

(A�j ; dj). The set of connections is said to be schedulable if for all t > 0 and for all arrival functions

fAjgj2N with Aj � A�j no deadline violation occurs for any connection.

The conditions which determine if a set of connections is schedulable are referred to as schedula-

bility conditions. The e�ciency of a bounded delay service is largely inuenced by the choice of the

schedulability conditions. In Sections 5 and 6 we present the best possible, that is necessary and

su�cient, schedulability conditions for an Earliest-Deadline-First scheduler (EDF-scheduler) and a

Static-Priority scheduler (SP-scheduler) for connections with rate-controlled arrival functions.

3The delay includes queueing and transmission delays.
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5 Earliest-Deadline-First Packet Schedulers

An Earliest-Deadline-First scheduler (EDF-scheduler) assigns each arriving packet a timestamp

corresponding to its deadline, i.e., a packet from connection j with a delay bound dj that arrives

at the scheduler at time t is assigned a timestamp of t+ dj . The EDF-scheduler maintains a single

queue of untransmitted packets, and the queue is sorted in increasing order of packet deadlines.

The scheduler always selects the packet in the �rst position of the queue, that is, the packet with

the lowest deadline, for transmission; however, the transmission of a packet is not interrupted by

the arrival of a packet with a lower deadline. Since the scheduler queue of an EDF-scheduler must

be sorted according to deadlines, each packet arrival involves a search operation to �nd the correct

position of the newly arrived packet in the scheduler queue.

Next we present the necessary and su�cient conditions for schedulability in an EDF-scheduler

for tra�c speci�cations that are rate-controlled in the sense of equation (1). We assume without

loss of generality that connections are ordered so that i < j whenever di < dj . We use B1 to denote

the end of the �rst busy period for an arrival scenario where all connections transmit according to

the rate-controlling function A�j , that is,

B1 = min
t>0

8<
:
X
j2N

A�j (t)� t = 0

9=
; (6)

Then the schedulability conditions are given as follows:

Theorem 1 A set N of connections where each connection j 2 N is characterized by (A�j ; dj), is

EDF-schedulable for all Aj � A�j if and only if for all t � B1:

t �
X
j2N

A�j(t � dj) (7)

and for all t with d1 � t < djN j:

t �
X
j2N

A�j (t� dj) + max
dk>t

sk (8)

The �rst condition in Theorem 1 is the schedulability condition for a preemptive EDF-scheduler,

and the second condition considers that packet transmissions are non-preemptive. A formal proof

of Theorem 1 is given in Appendix A.
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Example:

Consider a set of connections that conform to the two tra�c speci�cations discussed in Section 2

with rate-controlling functions as given in equations (2) and (3). For the discrete tra�c speci�cation

in (2) it is not feasible to obtain a closed form expression for equations (7) and (8). However, for

the continuous speci�cation in (3). We can modify the conditions in equations (7) and (8) to:8>>>>><
>>>>>:

t �

jN jX
i=1

si

�
bi +

t� di

Ti

�
for 0 � t � B1

t �
jX

i=1

si

�
bi +

t� di

Ti

�
+ max

k>j
sk for dj � t < dj+1; 1 � j < jN j

(9)

If
PjN j

j=1 sj=Tj < 1, i.e., the stability condition in equation (5) is satis�ed, then we obtain for the

schedulability conditions that the following must hold:

dj �

jX
i=1

si

�
bi �

di

Ti

�
+ max

k>j
sk

1�
jX

i=1

si

Ti

for all j 2 N (10)

Recall that the rate-controlling function ~A�j for the continuous tra�c speci�cation from equation (3)

is a rate-controlling function for the discrete speci�cation Â�j from equation (2), i.e., Âj

�
(t) � ~A�j (t).

Hence, the condition in equation (10) is a su�cient schedulability condition for the discrete tra�c

speci�cation from equation (9).

6 Static-Priority Packet Schedulers

In this section, we consider that the transmission of tra�c is handled by a Static-Priority scheduler

(SP-scheduler). An SP-scheduler distinguishes P priority levels and maintains one FIFO queue for

each priority. Each connection is assigned a priority p with 1 � p � P , and packets arriving on a

connection are inserted into the FIFO queue for this connection's priority. At the beginning of a

busy period, or after completing the transmission of a packet, the SP-scheduler always selects the

�rst packet in the nonempty FIFO queue with the highest priority for transmission.

An SP-scheduler can only support one delay bound for all connections from the same priority

level. Thus, the SP-scheduler is less exible than an EDF-scheduler in o�ering di�erent delay

bounds to connections. Since the SP-scheduler does not maintain a sorted list of untransmitted

tra�c as the EDF-scheduler does, the scheduling operations of an SP-scheduler involve less overhead

than scheduling with EDF. Due to its simplicity which enables packet scheduling at very high data

rates, SP-schedulers are attractive for bounded delay services.

We assume that each connection j is assigned a priority p with 1 � p � P . We use Cp to denote

the set of connections with priority p, where a lower priority index indicates a higher priority. All
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connections in Cp have the same delay bound dp, with dp < dq for p < q. Thus, the priority of a

connection is high if its delay bound is short.

Since with continuous tra�c speci�cations the packets on a connection j are in�nitesimally

small, we de�ne the maximum transmission time of packets by s�j for all j 2 N as follows:

s�j =

(
sj for discrete tra�c speci�cations

0 for continuous tra�c speci�cations

Recall that sj in continuous tra�c speci�cations gives the maximum time interval during which

transmissions of tra�c from connection j cannot be interrupted. For each priority level p, we de�ne

sp = maxj2Cp sj , and s�p = maxj2Cp s
�
j .

We use the term priority-p busy period to denote a busy period that is generated by connections

with priority equal to or higher than p, and we denote by B
p
1 the �rst priority-p busy period where

all connections j 2
S
q<p Cq transmit according to their rate-controlling function A�j , that is,

B
p
1 = min

t>0

8<
:

pX
q=1

X
j2Cq

A�j (t)� t = 0

9=
; (11)

With these de�nitions, we now give the necessary and su�cient schedulability conditions for SP-

schedulers.

Theorem 2 A set N of connections, where each connection j 2 N is characterized by (A�j ; dp), is

SP-schedulable for all Aj � A�j if and only if for all priorities p and for all 0 � t � B
p
1 � dp there

exists a � with � � dp � s�p such that:

t+ � �
X
j2Cp

A�j (t) +

p�1X
q=1

X
j2Cq

A�j (t+ ��)� s�p + max
r>p

sr (12)

A complete proof of Theorem 2 is presented in Appendix B. Comparing Theorems 1 and 2, we

see that testing (exact) schedulability for SP-schedulers requires signi�cantly more e�ort than for

EDF-schedulers. First, condition (12) must be tested for each priority level. Second, for a �xed

priority p and �xed value of t, condition (12) must possibly be tested for the entire range of values

of � .

An equivalent formulation of Theorem 2 can be given in terms of the maximum delay of a

priority-p packet in the scheduler, denoted by Dmax
p :

Dmax
p = max

t�B
p

1
�dp

8<
:min

8<
:� j t+ � �

X
j2Cp

A�j(t) +

p�1X
q=1

X
j2Cq

A�j (t+ ��)� s�p +max
r>p

sr ; � � 0

9=
;
9=
; (13)

This notation is similar to the one used by Cruz in [4] for su�cient schedulability conditions that

apply to continuous tra�c speci�cations. However, the su�cient conditions in [4] can be extended to
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also consider discrete tra�c speci�cations. Then, the results in [4] provide the following expression

for the maximum delay D
max

p :

D
max

p � max
t+dp�B

p

1

8<
:max

8<
:� j t+ � �

X
j2Cp

A�j (t) +

p�1X
q=1

X
j2Cq

A�j (t+ ��)� s�p + max
r>p

sr; � � 0

9=
;
9=
;
(14)

Obviously, all maximum delays that satisfy the condition in (13) also satisfy the condition in (14).

The di�erence between (13) and (14) may appear subtle, and in fact, both expression are identical

for most continuous tra�c speci�cations. However, the di�erence between the two expressions can

be large with discrete tra�c speci�cations.

In the following theorems we present two su�cient schedulability condition for SP-schedulers

with a lower computational complexity. Both conditions follow directly from Theorem 2. Theorem 4

was �rst presented by Zhang and Ferrari in [20].

Theorem 3 A set of N rate-controlled connections that is characterized by (A�j ; dp) is SP-schedulable

for all Aj � A�j if for all priorities p and for all dp � t � B
p
1 the following holds:

t �
X
j2Cp

A�j (t� dp) +

p�1X
q=1

X
j2Cq

A�j (t
�) + max

r>p
sr (15)

Theorem 4 (Zhang/Ferrari 1993 [20]) A set N of rate-controlled connections characterized by

(A�j ; dp) is SP-schedulable for all Aj � A�j if for all priorities p the following holds:

dp �
pX

q=1

X
j2Cq

A�j (dp) + max
r>p

sr (16)

Example:

For discrete tra�c models, it is typically not feasible to simplify the conditions in Theorems 2 {

4. However, for the continuous tra�c speci�cation in equation (3), the conditions can be simpli�ed

as follows. Let us assume that there is only one connection p in each priority set Cp. In this case,

we can rewrite the condition in (12) as:

t

0
@1� pX

j=1

sj

Tj

1
A + �

0
@1� p�1X

j=1

sj

Tj

1
A �

pX
j=1

bjsj +max
r>p

sr for all p = 1; 2; : : : ; P (17)
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Clearly, for �xed � the condition is satis�ed for all t � 0 if it is satis�ed for t = 0. Thus, forPp
j=1 sj=Tj < 1, the connections are schedulable if dp is set to:

dp �

pX
j=1

bjsj + max
r>p

sr

1�
p�1X
j=1

sj

Tj

for all p = 1; 2; : : : ; P (18)

Since for this tra�c speci�cation, equations (13) and (14) coincide, the above conditions are equiv-

alent with the condition given in [4].

Now we turn to Theorem 3. With the continuous tra�c speci�cation, the conditions for priority

p in Theorem 3 are clearly satis�ed for all t � dp if they are satis�ed for t = dp. Therefore, we

obtain:

dp �

pX
j=1

bjsj �
spdp

Tp
+ max

r>p
sr

1�
pX

j=1

sj

Tj

for all p = 1; 2; : : : ; P (19)

By simple manipulations we obtain the same condition as in equation (18). Thus, for the continuous

tra�c speci�cation from equation (3), the conditions given in Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 are

identical, and hence, Theorem 3 gives the necessary and su�cient condition.

Finally, Theorem 4 yields the following simpli�ed conditions for the continuous tra�c speci�cation

given by equation (2).

dp �

pX
j=1

bjsj +max
r>p

sr

1�
pX

j=1

sj

Tj

for all p = 1; 2; : : : ; P (20)

As in the example discussed in Section 5, the schedulability conditions in (18) and (20) can be

used as su�cient schedulability conditions of a discrete tra�c speci�cation with a rate-controlling

function as in equation (2).
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Group Delay Transmission Time Burst

Index Bound per Packet (Max.) Size Period

j dj sj bj Tj

Low Delay Group 1 2 ms 200 �s 8 packets 0.5 { 2 ms

Medium Delay Group 2 4 ms 200 �s 9 packets 0.3 { 2.5 ms

High Delay Group 3 8 ms 200 �s 9 packets 2.5 { 10 ms

Table 1: Parameter Set for Schedulers with 50 Mbps Transmission Rate.

7 Numerical Examples

In Sections 5 and 6 we presented several schedulability conditions for EDF and SP schedulers. Here

we use the results to empirically show how the choice of packet schedulers, tra�c speci�cations,

and schedulability conditions impact the e�ciency of bounded delay services. We consider the

necessary and su�cient conditions for EDF schedulers from Theorem 1 and SP-schedulers from

Theorem 2 for both continuous and discrete tra�c speci�cations. For SP schedulers, we also use

the su�cient schedulability conditions described in Section 6. With these conditions, we present

examples that demonstrate the inherent tradeo� between complexity and e�ciency in providing

bounded delay services.

For the sake of presentation, we consider groups of connections rather than individual connec-

tions. By focusing our study upon three groups of connections with similar characteristics, we are

able to give an intuitive graphical representation of e�ciency.

To characterize the tra�c that arrives at a scheduler, we use the discrete and continuous tra�c

speci�cations derived from a variation of the leaky bucket tra�c policing mechanism as discussed

in Section 2. The speci�cations from equations (2) and (3) are as follows:

Â�j(t) = bjsj +

$
t

Tj

%
sj (discrete tra�c)

~A�j(t) = bjsj + t
sj

Tj
(continuous tra�c)

We investigate schedulability for a set of three connection groups at a scheduler that operates

at 50 Mbps. Table 1 shows the parameters for the connection groups, which we refer to as low delay

group, medium delay group, and high delay group. The maximum transmission time of a packet4

sj is kept constant at 200 �s for all connection groups corresponding to packets with a maximum

size of 1250 Bytes. The maximum burst sizes bj are 8{9 packets in each connection group. The

4For the continuous speci�cation, recall that sj denotes the longest transmission time that cannot be interrupted.
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delay bounds of packets are given by d1 = 2 ms for the low delay group, d2 = 4 ms for the medium

delay group, and d3 = 8 ms for the high delay group. The periods Tj of the connection groups are

such that the maximum average data rate varies between 4{16 Mbps for the low delay group, 4{26

Mbps for the medium delay group, and 0.8{3.2 Mbps for the high delay group.

The results of the e�ciency comparison for the given parameter set are graphically illustrated

in Figures 4 and 5. By considering di�erent transmission periods for the connection groups from

Table 1, we graph the range of values for which the connection groups are schedulable as described

in Section 4. These graphs, referred to as schedulability graphs, and interpret them as follows. The

volume below the surface in each graph depicts the period values at which no deadline violation oc-

curs for any feasible tra�c arrival sequence fAjgj=1;2;3 that conforms to a rate-controlling functions

fA�jgj=1;2;3 with Aj � A�j . All period values that are not schedulable in the worst case lie in the

region above the surface. With these schedulability graphs, we can directly compare the e�ciency

of two schedulability conditions as follows. If the surface obtained for one schedulability condition

lies completely above the surface for a second condition, then the �rst schedulability condition has

a higher e�ciency than the second condition.

7.1 Example 1

In the �rst example, we compare the e�ciency of the exact schedulability conditions for EDF sched-

ulers from Theorem 1 and the exact schedulability conditions for SP schedulers from Theorem 2.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the schedulability graphs for the EDF scheduler with the chosen dis-

crete and continuous tra�c speci�cations, respectively. The graphs clearly show that the discrete

tra�c speci�cation yields a better utilization than the continuous tra�c speci�cation. Note that

the schedulability graph in Figure 4(b) di�ers signi�cantly from Figure 4(a) in the range where the

period of the low delay group is small, that is, the data rate of the low delay group is large.

Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show the corresponding schedulability graphs for the SP scheduler5 with

both the discrete and continuous tra�c speci�cations. Similar to EDF, the discrete tra�c speci�ca-

tion for SP schedulers enables a more e�cient utilization of the scheduler than the continuous tra�c

speci�cation for SP. Comparing Figure 4(a) with Figure 4(c), and Figure 4(b) with Figure 4(d),

we see that EDF is signi�cantly more e�cient than SP for both the discrete and continuous tra�c

speci�cation for this choice of parameters.

It is noteworthy to compare the schedulability graph for the discrete tra�c SP scheduler in

Figure 4(c) with the graph for the continuous tra�c EDF scheduler in Figure 4(d). For this example,

these two graphs are similar with respect to e�ciency. Thus, we obtain similar schedulability

graphs by selecting a complex scheduler with a simple condition, i.e., EDF with a continuous

tra�c speci�cation, or a simple scheduler with a complex condition, i.e., SP with a discrete tra�c

5If two connection groups have di�erent delay bounds, the SP scheduler assigns a higher priority to the connection

group with the smaller delay bound.
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(a) EDF Scheduler (discrete tra�c). (b) EDF Scheduler (continuous tra�c).

(c) SP Scheduler (discrete tra�c). (d) SP Scheduler (continuous tra�c).

Figure 4: Exact conditions for EDF and SP Schedulers (time values in milliseconds).
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speci�cation. These results indicate that the selection of packet scheduler and tra�c speci�cation

are independent in their impact on the e�ciency of the bounded delay service.

7.2 Example 2

Here we compare the e�ciency of the su�cient schedulability conditions for SP schedulers given in

equation (14) and Theorems 3{4 with the exact conditions for SP from Theorem 2. We consider

the following schedulability conditions for SP schedulers:

� (EC) Exact schedulability conditions given by Theorem 2.

� (SC1) Su�cient schedulability conditions given by Theorem 3.

� (SC2) Su�cient schedulability conditions given by equation (14).

� (SC3) Su�cient schedulability conditions given by Theorem 4.

Since we showed that condition (SC1) and condition (SC2) are identical to condition (EC) for the

continuous tra�c speci�cation, we consider only the discrete tra�c speci�cation in this example.

We consider the same set of parameters as in Example 1, except that we restrict the period T1

of the low delay group such that it varies between 1{1:5 ms, i.e. the maximum average data rate

varies between 6:7{10 Mbps.

In Figures 5(a){5(d) we show the schedulability graphs obtained for the su�cient conditions

of the SP scheduler. To better illustrate the tradeo� between the schedulability conditions, the

period T1 is altered so that the maximum average data rate of the low delay group varies between

6:7 and 10 Mbps. Figure 5(a) depicts the graph for the necessary and su�cient conditions (EC).

Observe that the schedulability graph corresponding to the su�cient condition (SC1) in Figure 5(b)

is similar to the schedulability graph of the exact condition in Figure 5(a). For our example the

more computationally intensive exact conditions do not provide a signi�cant increase in e�ciency

over that of (SC1).

Figure 5(c) and 5(d) illustrate the schedulability regions for (SC2) and (SC3), respectively. For

our choice of parameters, these two conditions are clearly less e�cient than the tight condition

presented in Figure 5(a). Note that the e�ciency corresponding to (SC2) is low as compared to

the tight condition (EC) even though condition (SC2) is exact for continuous tra�c speci�cations.
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(a) Schedulability Condition (EC). (b) Schedulability Condition (SC1).

(c) Schedulability Condition (SC2). (d) Schedulability Condition (SC3).

Figure 5: Su�cient conditions for an SP Scheduler (time values in milliseconds).
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8 Conclusions

We have studied admission control functions in connection-oriented packet-switching networks that

o�er a bounded delay service, that is, a service that provides deterministically bounded network

delays for all packets on a connection. Admission control for a bounded delay service requires

the knowledge of the so-called schedulability conditions, i.e., conditions which detect delay bound

violations at network switches. Before a new connection can be established, the admission control

functions must verify that the schedulability conditions are satis�ed at all network switches. The

number of connections that are accepted by the admission control functions was found to heavily

depend on the tra�c speci�cations used to describe the maximum tra�c of a connection, the

scheduling disciplines at the network switches, and the accuracy of the schedulability conditions.

We considered networks where packet transmission is based on the Earliest-Deadline-First

(EDF) or the Static-Priority (SP) algorithm, and proved exact schedulability conditions using

a general tra�c model that can represent a large class of both continuous and discrete tra�c

speci�cations. We also presented su�cient schedulability conditions for SP schedulers. Using the

schedulability conditions we presented examples that illustrated the tradeo�s in a network with a

bounded delay service. We showed that the e�ciency achieved by relatively complex EDF packet

schedulers is signi�cantly superior to the e�ciency of low-complexity SP schedulers. By employing

various schedulability conditions with a variable degree of complexity and accuracy, we quanti�ed

the loss of e�ciency in a bounded delay service if su�cient schedulability conditions are used.

We also showed that by selecting continuous tra�c speci�cations, which reduce the complexity of

the admission control functions, and hence reduce the time cost of connection establishment, the

e�ciency of a bounded delay services can be severely decreased.
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A Proof of Theorem 1

The proof of Theorem 1 proceeds in four steps. First we derive an expression for the tra�c that is

transmitted before an arbitrary packet. Using this expression, we will show su�ciency and necessity

of the conditions in (7) and (8) in the second and the third step, respectively. Then we will show

that condition (7) is satis�ed for all t � 0 if the condition holds for all t � B1.

(a) Workload served before an arbitrary packet

We will derive the workload transmitted before a tagged packet from connection k 2 N that

arrives at the EDF-scheduler at time t and is completely transmitted at time t+�. We use W�x(y)

to denote the workload in the scheduler at time y due to packets with deadlines less than or equal

to x, and W k;t(t + �) (0 � � � �) to denote the workload in the scheduler at time t + � that is

served before the tagged packet from connection k with arrival time t.

Let t � �̂ (�̂ � 0) be the last time before t when the scheduler does not contain tra�c with

a deadline less than or equal to the deadline of the tagged packet. Since the scheduler is empty

before time 0, the time t� �̂ is guaranteed to exist. Using the de�nition of W�x(y), �̂ is given by:

�̂ = minfz jW�t+dk (t� z) = 0; z � 0g (21)

Hence, in time interval [t � �̂ ; t+ �) the scheduler always contains work with a deadline less than

or equal to t + �. With �̂ we can determine W k;t(t + �), the workload that is transmitted before

the tagged packet. W k;t(t+ �) is composed of:

� The remaining transmission time of the packet that is in transmission at time t��̂ , denoted by

R(t� �̂ ). With equation (21), this packet has a deadline greater than t+dk . (For continuous

tra�c speci�cations R(t � �̂) denotes the remaining time until the current transmission of

tra�c can be interrupted).

� A
�t+dk
j [t� �̂ ; t+ � ], that is, all arrivals from connection j in time interval [t � �̂ ; t+ � ] with

deadlines less than or equal to t + dk. Note that A
�t+dk
k [t � �̂ ; t + � ] includes the tagged

packet.

From equation (21) we obtain that in time interval [t� �̂ +R(t� �̂ ); t+ � ], the EDF-scheduler only

transmits tra�c with a deadline less than or equal to t + dk. Therefore, we obtain the following

expression for W k;t(t+ �) with 0 � � � �:

W k;t(t+ �) =
X
j2N

A
�t+dk
j [t� �̂ ; t+ � ] + R(t� �̂)� (�̂ + �) (22)

Since all tra�c from a connection j that arrives after time t+ dk � dj has a deadline greater than

t + dj , we can rewrite (22) as:

W k;t(t + �) =
X
j2N

Aj [t� �̂ ;minft + �; t+ dk � djg] +R(t� �̂)� (�̂ + �) (23)
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(b) Proof of Su�ciency

Consider the tagged packet from connection k that arrives at time t. The packet does not have

a deadline violation if there exists a � (0 � � � dk) such that

W k;t(t+ �) = 0 (24)

whereW k;t(t+�) is as given in equation (23). For the delay of the tagged packet we must distinguish

whether at time t � �̂ , the scheduler is empty or is transmitting a packet.

Case 1: W (t� �̂) = 0

In this case, the scheduler is empty at time t � �̂ . Consequently, R(t � �̂) = 0. For � = dk we

obtain from equation (23):

W k;t(t+ dk) =
X
j2N

Aj [t� �̂ ; t+ dk � dj ]� (�̂ + dk) (25)

�
X
j2N

A�j(�̂ + dk � dj)� (�̂ + dk) (26)

Equation (26) follows from equation (25) with the property of A�j from equation (1). With equation

(7) we have:

W k;t(t+ dk) � 0 (27)

Hence, there exists a � � t + dk such that W k;t(t+ �) = 0.

Case 2: W (t� �) > 0

The scheduler is transmitting tra�c at time t � �̂ from some connection i. Due to equation (21),

the tra�c in transmission has a deadline greater than t+ dk, that is,

di > �̂ + dk (28)

Without loss of generality we assume that i is such that si = maxdj>�̂+dk sj . For � = dk we obtain

for equation (23):

W k;t(t + dk) =
X
j2N

Aj [t� �̂ ; t+ dk � dj ] +R(t� �̂)� (�̂ + dk) (29)

Since the remaining transmission time at time t � �̂ is at most si, we obtain with the de�nition

of A�j :

W k;t(t+ dk) �
X
j2N

A�j (�̂ + dk � dj) + max
dj>�̂+dk

sj � (�̂ + dk) (30)

With equation (28), we obtain for equation (30) that:

W k;t(t+ dk) � 0 (31)

With the de�nition of W k;t from equation (23), there exists a � � dk such that W k;t(t+ �) = 0.
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(c) Proof of Necessity

Assume that the inequality in (7) is violated at time t > 0, that is:

t <
X
j2N

A�j(t � dj) (32)

Now consider the following scenario. The scheduler is empty for all time less than 0, and starting

at time 0 all connections j submit tra�c at their maximum rate, that is, according to fA�jgj2N .

With A�tj (t) = Aj(t � dj), we obtain that the workload in the scheduler at time t due to tra�c

with deadlines less than or equal to t, W�t(t), is given by:

W�t(t) =
X
j2N

A�j (t� dj)� t (33)

With the assumption from (32) we obtain W�t(t) > 0, that is, at time t the scheduler contains

tra�c that has deadlines less than or equal to t. Therefore, there is at least one packet in the

scheduler at time t with a deadline violation.

Suppose that inequality (8) is violated, that is, there exists a connection i 2 N such that at a

time t with d1 � t � djN j the following holds:

t <
X
j2N

A�j (t� dj) + max
dj>t

sj (34)

Now assume a scenario where the scheduler is empty for all times less than6 0�, and at time 0�

a packet from connection i with si = maxdj>t sj arrives with a transmission time of si, and at

time 0 packets from connections j (j < i) arrive according to fA�jgj<i. Since the EDF-scheduler is

non-preemptive, the packet from connection i is transmitted before the packets from connections j

(j < i) with a smaller deadline. Then W�t(t) is given by:

W�t(t) =
X
j2N

A�j (t� dj)� t+ max
dj>t

sj (35)

With the assumption from (34) we haveW�t(t) > 0. Thus, there must be a packet in the scheduler

at time t with a deadline violation.

(d) If condition (7) holds for all t � B1 then it holds for all t � 0.

Clearly, condition (7) cannot be violated outside a busy period. Now, consider a busy period

[t1; t2] with t1 � B1. Due to the property of A�j given in equation (1) we have that:

t2 � t1 � B1 (36)

6Time t� denotes the time instant immediately before time t.
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Assume that condition (7) is violated at time t with t1 � t � t2. Thus,

t <
X
j2N

A�j(t � dj) <
X
j2N

A�j (t1) +
X
j2N

A�j (t1; t� dj ] (37)

Since t1 is the beginning of a busy period we have that t1 >
P

j2N A�j (t1). With equation (1) we

obtain from (37) that:

t� t1 <
X
j2N

A�j(t1; t� dj ] �
X
j2N

A�j(t � dj � t1) (38)

From the de�nition of A�j we have that t � t1 � B1, and we have found a deadline violation in

[0; B1]. 2

B Proof of Theorem 2

Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we proceed in four steps. First we obtain an expression for

W p;t(t+ �), the workload in the scheduler at time t+ � that is served before a packet from priority

p that arrived at time t. Then we prove su�ciency and necessity of the schedulability condition.

Finally, we show that for each priority p condition (12) holds for all t � 0 if condition (12) holds

for t � B
p
1 � dp.

(a) Workload served before an arbitrary packet

Assume that a packet (the tagged packet) from a connection k 2 Cp arrives at the scheduler at

time t with a transmission time of s � s�p, and that its transmission begins at time t + �. The

arrival time t falls into a priority-p busy period which started at time t � �̂ , i.e.,

�̂ = minfz j
pX

q=1

X
j2Cq

Wj(t� z) = 0; z � 0g (39)

Denoting by W p;t(t+ �) (0 � � � �) the workload in the SP-scheduler at time t+ � that is served

before the tagged packet, W p;t(t+ �) is determined for t � t+ � � t + � by:

� R(t� �̂), the remaining transmission time of a priority-r packet with r > p that is in trans-

mission at time t � �̂ (For continuous tra�c speci�cations R(t � �̂) denotes the remaining

time until the current transmission of tra�c can be interrupted.)

� Tra�c from priority-p connections that arrives in time interval [t � �̂ ; t], i.e., before or with

the arrival of the tagged packet, however, not including the tagged packet. This tra�c is

given by Aj [t� �̂ ; t+ � ]� s for j 2 Cp.

� Tra�c from higher priority connections that arrives in time interval [t � �̂ ; t + �), given by

Aj [t� �̂ ; t+ �) for for j 2 Cq and q < p.
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� the length of time interval [t � �̂ ; t+ � ].

Formally, W p;t(t+ �) is given for all 0 � � � � by:

W p;t(t+ �) =
X
j2Cp

Aj [t� �̂ ; t] +

p�1X
q=1

X
j2Cq

Aj [t� �̂ ; t+ �)� s +R(t� �̂)� (�̂ + �) (40)

Since the transmission of the tagged priority-p packet begins at time t + �, there cannot be any

workload left that is to be served before the tagged packet. More precisely:

� = minfz jW p;t(t+ z) = s; z � 0g (41)

(b) Proof of Su�ciency

We will show that, for an arbitrary packet on connection k (with k 2 Cp) with transmission time

s � s�k that arrives at time t, condition (12) guarantees that the packet will depart before t + dp.

From the de�nition of A�j in (1) we have:

X
j2Cp

Aj [t� �̂ ; t] �
X
j2Cp

A�j(�) (42)

p�1X
q=1

X
j2Cq

Aj [t� �̂ ; t+ �) �
p�1X
q=1

X
j2Cq

A�j (�̂ + ��) (43)

Since the remaining nonpreemptable transmission time of priority-r tra�c (r > p) at time t� �̂ is

maximal if low priority tra�c with maximum transmission time7 starts transmission at t� ��, we

obtain:

R(t� �̂) � max
r>p

sr (44)

With equations (42){(44), we can give the following bound for W p;t(t + �) in equation (40):

W p;t(t+ �) �
X
j2Cp

A�j (�) +

p�1X
q=1

X
j2Cq

A�j (� + ��)� s+ max
r>p

sr � (�̂ + �) (45)

Since the transmission time of the tagged packet is given by s � s�p, we obtain with condition (12)

that there exists a � 0 with 0 � � 0 � dp � s�k such that W p;t(t + � 0) � 0. Hence, there exists

a � 00 � dp � s�k such that W p;t(t + � 00) = s�p. Therefore, with (41) the tagged packet begins

transmission at time t + � 00. Since the packet has at most a transmission time of s�k , the tagged

packet does not cause a deadline violation.

7For discrete tra�c speci�cations, the tra�c will result from a single packet.
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(c) Proof of Necessity

Let us assume that the condition in equation (12) does not hold, that is, there exists a priority p

and a time interval [t; t+ dp� s�p] within a priority-p busy period such that, for all 0 � � � dp� s�p:

t+ � <
X
j2Cp

A�j (t) +

p�1X
q=1

X
j2Cq

A�j (t+ ��)� s�p + max
r>p

sr (46)

Now assume a scenario where the SP-scheduler is empty before time 0�, and at time 0� tra�c from

connection i 2 Cr with si = maxr>p sr arrives. Suppose that, starting at time 0, all connections j

with priorities p or higher transmit the maximum tra�c permitted by their rate-controlling func-

tions A�j , with one exception: the last packet arrival before t from a connection k with k 2 Cp and

s�k = s�p is delayed until time t. In other words, if the last packet arrival from connection k 2 Cp

before t occurs at time t� z where

z = minfz0 j A�k(t� z0) < A�k(t); z
0 � 0g; (47)

then the packet arrival is delayed until time t. The delayed packet is assumed to have a transmission

time of s�k .

If the delayed packet from connection k 2 Cp with arrival time t has not started transmission

at time t+ � , then the tra�c that arrives in time interval [0�; t+ � ] and is transmitted before the

delayed packet consists at least of:

� si = maxr>p sr, the transmission time of tra�c that arrived at time 0�

� A�j(t)� s�p with j 2 Cp, the tra�c from priority p that arrived in time interval [0; t] excluding

the packet with arrival time t.

� A�j(t + �) with j 2 Cq and q < p, the high priority tra�c which arrives in time interval

[0; t+ �).

Here we do not assume that t � B
p
1 � dp, that is, in time interval [0; t], the SP-scheduler could

be empty or transmit tra�c from priorities q > p. However, in the best case, the SP-scheduler is

always transmitting tra�c in time interval [0�; t+ � ]. Hence, we obtain the following lower bound

for W p;t(t+ �), the workload that is transmitted before the delayed packet:

W p;t(t+ �) >
X
j2Cp

A�j (t) +

p�1X
q=1

X
j2Cq

A�j (t+ ��) + max
r>p

sr � (t+ �) (48)

With our assumption in (46) we obtain that W p;t(t) > 0 in the entire time interval [t; t+ dp � s�p].

Thus, if the packet from connection k that arrives at time t has a transmission time of s�p a deadline

violation occurs for this packet at [t; t+ dp � s�p].
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(d) If condition (12) holds for all t � B
p
1
� dp then it holds for all t � 0.

The proof is similar to the corresponding proof for EDF-schedulers. We consider a priority-p

busy period [t1; t2] with t1 � B
p
1
. Assume that condition (12) is violated for priority p, with �xed

values for t and � such that t1 � t � t+ � � t2�dp and 0 � � � dp� s�p. Then the following holds:

t + � <
X
j2Cp

A�j(t) +

p�1X
q=1

X
j2Cq

A�j (t+ ��)� s�p +max
r>p

sj (49)

Equation (49) is equivalent to:

t+ � <
X
j2Cp

A�j (t
�
1 ) +

X
j2Cp

A�j (t1; t] +

p�1X
q=1

X
j2Cq

A�j (t
�
1 ) +

p�1X
q=1

X
j2Cq

A�j (t1; t+ ��]� s�p + max
r>p

sj (50)

Since t1 is the beginning of a priority-p busy period, we have that:

t1 >
X
j2Cp

A�j (t
�
1
) +

p�1X
q=1

X
j2Cq

A�j (t
�
1
) (51)

With (50) and the properties of A�j from equation (1) we can rewrite the inequality in (50) as:

t+ � � t1 <
X
j2Cp

A�j (t� t1) +

p�1X
q=1

X
j2Cq

A�j(t + � � t�
1
)� s�p + max

r>p
sr (52)

Using again the properties of A�j , we obtain that t� t1 < B
p
1
. Hence, we have obtained a violation

of condition (12) in time interval [0; B
p
1 � dp]. 2
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